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NEW QUESTION: 1
A UCCX manager is monitoring several groups and has added a new
team for the finance department. The manager can monitor all
team members except those that have just been in the finance
department.
Which UCCX administration steps can resolve the issue?
A. Subsystem&gt;Team&gt;Assign Supervisor and Contact Service
Queue
B. Tools&gt;User Management&gt;Agent Capability View
C. Subsystem&gt;RmCm.&gt;Resources
D. Subsystem&gt;RmCm&gt;Contact Service Queue

E. Tools&gt;User Management&gt;Supervisor Capability View
F. Wizards&gt; RmCm Wizards&gt;Modify Existing Service Queue
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
The method to retrieve a list of users added directly to an
organization is:
A. UserLocalServiceUtil.getOrganizationUsers()
B. All of the above
C. GroupLocalServiceUtil.getOrganizationUsers()
D. OrganizationLocalServiceUtil.getOrganizationUsers()
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the Cobra SDK characterized by?
A. a tool that does is used for orchestration
B. an industry standard used by all API-enabled controllers
C. an implementation of the Cisco APIC API that includes a
complete copy of the object model
D. an unofficial collection of scripts that users have
developed
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit:
The box plot was used to analyze daily sales data following
three different ad campaigns.
The business analyst concludes that one of the assumptions of
ANOVA was violated.
Which assumption has been violated and why?
A. Normality, because Prob &gt; F &lt; .0001.
B. Constant variance, because the interquartile ranges are
different in different ad campaigns.
C. Normality, because the interquartile ranges are different in
different ad campaigns.
D. Constant variance, because Prob &gt; F &lt; .0001.
Answer: B
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